2003 buick century brakes

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. Consumer complained about doors locking and unlocking
while driving. The dealer inspected the vehicle several times but could not duplicate or correct
the problems. The dashboard was also falling apart. The trunk popped open, the brakes were
inopeative, there was a fume smell coming from the vehicle. When the brake pedal was
depressed the consumer experienced extended stopping distance. When the vehicle was first
started and the brakes were applied, there would be a loud grinding noise. After the brakes
warmed up, the noise disappeared. The dealer examined the vehicle four times, but could not
find the cause of the problem. The consumer reported the problem each time he had gone to the
dealer. The first time, the dealer sprayed the brake shoes but this did nothing. There was
nothing else that could be done. Search CarComplaints. Upon applying the brakes there was a
loud squeaking sound. Manufacturer was notified, and informed owner that this was the normal
characteristic of that vehicle. Consumer was also advised that because of the material the pads
are made of, there was nothing they could do. Consumer received a loaner Century and
experienced the same defect with this vehicle. The brakes were previously replaced prior to the
consumer purchasing the vehicle. The vehicle experienced vibration while driving. The dealer
replaced all four tires. When brake pedal is depressed while driving on a wet surface vehicle
fails to stop, resulting in extended stopping distance. The cause of failure not yet determined.
There was a problem with the brakes grabbing. Vehicle had been to the dealer three times. The
consumer felt the brakes were still unsafe. The problem continued to back. There was a whine
coming from the engine upon deacceleration sitting and stopping and then went away as soon
as the gas was depressed to accelerate there was no problem. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. Remove wheel cover, center cap, etc. Depending on your vehicle
this may require using a screwdriver to pry off the center cap then loosening up the plastic caps
over the lug nuts, or you may only need to remove the plastic caps. Using a 19mm socket and
ratchet or lug wrench , remove the lug nuts and remove the wheel and tire. To make accessing
the bolts on the rear of the brake caliper easier, turn the wheels all the way right for the right
front wheel and all the way left for the left front wheel. With a 15mm socket and ratchet, remove
the two bolts on the back of the caliper. These two bolts are your slider bolts so you should
clean them up and put a little bit of grease on them before reinstalling them. Using a flat blade
screwdriver, pry the brake caliper up and off. You can hang the caliper up on the strut to get it
out of the way. The old brake pads should slide out easily. That is how to remove brake pads on
this Buick Century. To remove the rotor, you must first remove the brake pad bracket which is
held on at the rear with two 15mm bolts. Remove these two bolts using the 15mm socket and
ratchet. Remove the bracket. Remove the brake rotor by pulling it with your hands. Removing
the brake rotor may require some wiggling back and forth. Now that we have shown you how to
remove a brake rotor on this Buick Century, we are now going to show how to install a new
rotor and replacement brake pads. First, slide the new rotor on, being careful to only touch the
edges. You don't want any oil or dirt from your fingers to get onto the surface of the new brake
rotor. Put the brake pad bracket into place and start the bolts by hand. Tighten the bolts with the
15mm socket and ratchet. Using a torque wrench torque the bolts to 75 ft-lbs. Install the new
brake pads into the bracket. They should push in fairly easily by hand, though they may require
a bit of force to get fully seated. Hitting them with the end of a socket is usually enough to get
them in. When installing the brake pads you want to make sure that the wear marker the small
tab that contacts the brake rotor as the pads start to get thin is closest to the rear of the vehicle.
Before reinstalling the brake caliper you will need to force the piston, located on the inside,
back into the cylinder. Fit the large c-clamp over the piston and cylinder and tighten the clamp
until the piston is back inside the caliper. Fit the caliper back over the brake pad bracket. Put a
little bit of wheel bearing grease on the two brake caliper bolts that you cleaned up. The lower
bolt has a bushing on the end, so make sure they are installed in the correct place. Tighten
these bolts gently with the 15mm socket and ratchet. Torque the two bolts to 75 ft-lbs. Mount
the wheel and tire back up on the vehicle. Put lug nuts back on and tighten in star pattern.
Lower the vehicle and torque the lug nuts to 75 ft-lbs. Once you have secured the wheel and tire
to the vehicle, put the wheel cover, center cap, etc. Pump the brake pedal several times with the
car off, then take vehicle out for a road test. Begin the road test on a driveway or parking lot
away from traffic. First put foot on brake as you shift the vehicle into gear to make sure the
brakes hold the vehicle when idling. Then begin moving slowly 5 mph to start checking the
brakes at different speeds. When you are sure that the brakes are functioning properly then
proceed onto roadways. My Century has an odd factory spacer on the mounting bolt for the
front calipers. They don't seem to be available any longer from any source. Can you think of any

reason why they would be necessary on this car? One trick that I learned many years ago was
to start by releasing the pressure on the pads by compressing the piston with a C-clamp over
the caliper drawing on the outside of the piston and the outer pad. Note: take caution not to
compress where the line may be damaged. By releasing the pressure it makes it much easier to
remove the bolts and pads in the disassembly. You can do the rest the way you have shown
very well after that. More by the author:. About: Known as 1ATony on the internet, I handle all of
the marketing for 1A Auto Parts, a family owned national retailer of high quality auto parts.
You'll first learn how to remove your existing front disc brake pads and then the rotor, and then
install a new brake rotor and replacement brake pads. Did you make this project? Share it with
us! I Made It! AlexM 2 years ago on Step 6. Reply Upvote. Skip to main content Menu. Close X.
Call To Order: ABS Cable Harness. ABS Control Unit. ABS Repair Kit. ABS Speed Sensor.
Backing Plate Dust Hole Cover. Booster Check Valve. Brake Bleeder. Brake Bleeder Screw.
Brake Booster. Brake Caliper. Brake Caliper Bracket. Brake Caliper Bracket Set. Brake Caliper
Carrier. Brake Caliper Carrier Bolt. Brake Caliper Set. Brake Drum Set. Brake Fluid. Brake Fluid
Level Sensor. Brake Fluid Level Sensor Connector. Brake Fluid Level Switch. Brake Hardware
Kit. Brake Hose. Brake Hose Lock. Brake Hydraulic Banjo Bolt. Brake Hydraulic Hose Bracket
Bolt. Brake Hydraulic Hose to Caliper Bolt. Brake Light Switch. Brake Light Switch Retainer.
Brake Master Cylinder. Brake Master Cylinder Bleeding Tool. Brake Master Cylinder Cap. Brake
Master Cylinder Cap Gasket. Brake Master Cylinder Reservoir. Brake Master Repair Kit. Brake
Pad Retaining Clip. Brake Pad Rotor and Caliper Set. Brake Pad Set. Brake Pad and Rotor Kit.
Brake Pedal Bracket Nut. Brake Pedal Pad. Brake Rotor. Brake Rotor Set. Brake Shoe Set. Brake
Switch Harness. Caliper Bolt. Caliper Bolt Kit. Caliper Bracket Mounting Bolt. Caliper Bushing.
Caliper Guide Pin. Caliper Piston. Caliper Repair Kit. Disc Brake Caliper Seal Kit. Drum Brake
Adjusting Plug. Drum Brake Adjusting Screw Assembly. Drum Brake Adjusting Spring Kit. Drum
Brake Hardware Kit. Electric Brake Control Wiring Harness. Parking Brake Actuator. Parking
Brake Cable. Parking Brake Cable Equalizer. Parking Brake Kit. Stop Light Switch. Wheel
Cylinder. Wheel Cylinder Set. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control.
Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection.
Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. DIY Solutions. Dynamic Friction. Shop By Vehicle. DuraGo
Brake Drum - Rear. Click to Enlarge. Raybestos Brake Drum - Rear. Features: Professional
Grade Brake Drum. Dynamic Friction Brake Drum - Rear. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Pronto Brake Drum - Rear. Pronto BD Brake Drum. Centric Brake Drum - Rear.
Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Bendix Brake Drum - Rear.
Brembo Brake Drum - Rear. Features: OE-Equivalent and a direct fit replacement Made
exclusively of high-grade cast iron Resistant to vibrations and noise. Shipping Options: Ground
Shipping. Catalog: B. Vehicle Brake Buick Century. Vehicle Buick Century. Catalog: P. Catalog:
Q. Catalog: A. Vehicle Sub Model Buick Century. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
October edited October in Buick. I have done many different brake jobs on the various cars and
trucks that I have owned over the last 30 yrs. I have a 95 Buick Century that I am trying to do a
rear brake job on and am totally stumped. I cannot find a schematic or exploded view of the rear
drum brake system. Chiltons takes my money and then their books show nothing. I have one
side apart and can not figure out how to get the large U shaped spring, that holds the entire
assembly together and against the baking plate, back on! Any suggestions or special tools
necessary October I'm disappointed in Haynes Manuals. Just about when you get to the good
part it says something like "This is beyond the scope of your intelligence, take it to a real
mechanic". I can agree with the part that my IQ can be counted on one hand but, Sometimes I
go the the library and look it up in the dealer manual and then copy the pages I need. November
I have replaced both the caliper and brake hose twice just in case I got a bad one the first time. I
can not figure out why the caliper will not release the brake fully like the other side. Any
suggestions would be highly appreciated. December We have a Buick Century with only 37K
miles. The front disc pads were replaced one year ago and rotors were turned at that time. Last
week, my mechanic inspected the front and rear brakes and cleaned them with brakecleen. As
far as I know, that is all that was done. The day after the car was in the shop, I noticed that
under hard braking the front of the car pulls to the left. Also, I have heard a high-pitched squeal
coming from the front brakes a couple of times under normal braking. We plan to buy a new
vehicle as soon as we can find something we like and don't want to spend any more money on
this vehicle. April They will not hold. I've tried to adjustthem by driving in reverse and slamming
on the brakes. It did no good. Any ideas? Hey Frogger, what did you finally do to fix your
problem with the brakes on your buick century? What was the problem? I am having the same
brake problems with my buick century. Thanks, Joel. She doesn't have much money to fix it so I

was wondering if anyone would have any ideas on quick fix. The dealership said it would
require tearing out the dash and hundreds of dollars. Thank You, Jeff Ripple. August I own a
Buick Century. I have experienced intermittent complete brake loss, usually when driving a slow
pace, which is quite fortunate! I have taken it to a few Buick Dealers, other mechanics and no
one can tell me what the problem is. They drive it around and it does not happen. They have
looked at everything under the hood and can not tell me why it continues to happen. I have
stopped driving it for fear it will happen again, which it will, and I don't want to hurt anyone, or
myself! Can someone tell me why this could be happening??? The only thing that has
happened is the antilock brake light goes on. This was checked out by a dealer and told me it
was nothing but a minor electrical short but had nothing to do with me loosing the brakes. The
brakes go all the way to the bottom and then when I pump they come back. I have been
extremely lucky but, I need help!!! Can anyone give me advice????? Buick has no answers and
no mechanic can tell me either???? I am at a complete loss! The brake lines have been
replaced, thought it might be a collapsed line but the issue persists. September I also have a
Buick Century with a "No traction" light warning. Ater 3 tries of taking it to a Service center, who
advised me that it was in the wheel bearing sensor. The problem keeps reappearing. When I
make a slow left turn, I hear a buzzing noise and it seems like the brakes want to lock up. I am
afraid to drive it in the city. However it does not happen when on a highway with no slow turns.
I'm frustrated. I'm hearing that this model has frequent brake probloems. Can anyone help? My
Buick Century is perfect in every way otherwise, but damp weather makes the rear, I think
brakes squeal terribly for the first few stops. The mechanic does not seem worried but the
sound makes me cringe, I dread the sound and the looks I get from others who hear the
gosh-awful noise. Thanks for any advice. I recently took my '95 Century in for an oil change, and
when I started it after my brake light came on and stayed on. I checked the fluid level and
topped it off, but then the next day the light came back on. Could something have happened
while I was getting my oil changed? There was not a problem to my knowledge before this. I
have the same issue with a '97 Century with the brake warning light on intermittently at first,
now most of the time. But I do not have an ABS light on. This has been happening for
approximately a month now. Would appreciate anything ideas on this. January Mine has the
same exact problem as achybraky. It's terrible. I have to drive about 3 blocks using the brakes
off and on before I can depend on them being there when I need them. Mine used to only have
the problem during rain or if it was really humid, now it happens almost every time I get in the
car. Mom's car has only 45, miles. The brake line rusted out. Anyone else have this problem?
June I loose my brakes intermittently. I am usually going slow Thank God! I never know when it
is going to happen. I have had it checked with numerous dealers and know one can find a
problem. Also, I was just told I needed new front struts and an o-ring not sure of the name the
ring that holds the muffler in place in rear of car, to keep it from going back and forth. Also had
a tire replaced, some mechanic put the wrong size on the car! He put a instead of Anyway, Now
my car has a low grinding sound coming from the back. And, it does not drive as smooth as it
did. The car has 65M miles Any advise on these issues?? Appreciate any help! July My mom's
Buick Century had the problem with intermittant brake loss. The brakes would work fine one
time, then go clear to the floor the next. You never knew when you had brakes. Our mechanic
was very frustrated, but finally found that the inner pad on one of the calipers had collapsed
inside the caliper. Apparently, they usually fall clear out if they fail. This one worked part of the
time because it was crammed into the bottom of the space. Hope this helps! I have a Buick
Century Custom and need to replace the whole parking brake cable because it rusted away.
Anyone have instructions on doing this? Also how can I rustproof the underside of the car?
James Ndirwo. The left rear wheel makes a awful noise and locks up when braking at low speed.
I have looked at the lining's and drum and everything seems to be fine. Wheel clyinder is not
leaking. Is this a ABS issue, wheel bearing issue. I have seen different posts on this issue on
this forum but cannot get the full post or answers. Thanks for any help. Today I scuffed the
brake shoes and drum with some sandpaper, blew the dust off and put back together. It fixed
the problem. No more noises or brake locking up. Hope this helps someone else if they have the
same problem. I have a buick century custom. When I step on the brake my right side brake
shakes, pulsates and pulls the car to the right. I have replace the brake pads rotor brake lines
and calipers on both side. I have worn out the right front tire in less then 4, miles. I went a year
spraying wd into bottom of the blower motor. I am start to think Buicks don't like cold weather.
Have you checked the wheel bearing?? Describe the wear on the tire. Have you checked the
proportioning valve for the abs?? Have you rotated rims or checked rims for damage?? Bent Do
you hear a growling noise??? I thought it was a bad rim I did fine one rims that was bent so I
replace it. I would seriously check out the wheel bearing. Also consider have codes on the ABS
read to see if there are any present, may be helpful. I also replace and up graded to brake rotors

to a better quility rotor. I was checking the ride side of the car more because of the tire wear on
the right side. I never looked at the tie rod end on the left side until I was was at the end of my
rope. In post 23 you mentioned that pads, rotors, and brake lines and a wheel alignment were
done to the vehicle. A bad tie rod end on the left side should have been noticed with the
inspection of front prior to alignment by shop. I would have a discussion with the alignment
shop as to why this was missed at that time and try and recoupe some expenses for the right
tire wear and replacement. I was told aligment and the tire wear is not covered because I did not
have an aligment done. I showed them the paper work that an aliment was to be done. I am still
fight with them. I told them there will not be a next purchase. A friend of mine was driving
towards a stoplight and the brake pedal went to the floor on his Buick Century. Pumping gave
only partial rear braking. He hobbled to my house during which the brakes worked normally the
whole way. We pulled the driver side tire and discovered that the fibrous finely woven tube
cover fiberglass? Cutting it off we discovered the wires inside had shorted out. When we
cleared the short and individually wrap insulated the wires, the ABS warning light then came on.
A gravel skid test revealed no ABS at all. We found that dead shorting the wire to the sensor
with a jumper wire will cause the ABS warning light to go out, but obviously disables the ABS. A
gravel skid test revealed the ABS working fine and he says the normal braking is now better too.
Some research reveals that the ABS detects no tire turn during a skid and releases hydraulic
pressure to the brakes until the tire is detected as turning. We think that when a short to the
sensor occurs the sensor never detects the tire turning again and thus never stops bleeding
fluid pass the brake and the initial short may even set off the ABS without an actual skid
occurring. Hi guys, back brake would lock up. Took the drum off, adjusted star wheel. Back to
normal. Couple days later same thing. What would cause the adjustment to kee tighting that
drum up. Everything looks good, baffled. Do you. Both shoes free to move? Both pistons of
cylinder move? Any contamination on shoes? See diagram Image Click to enlarge. Was this
answer. Best thing here is to make sure all the springs are in the correct place and the
operational parts aren't on the wrong wheel. Especially ifit keeps on doing it. Or one of the
actuators aren't working right by a springbeing in the wrong spot and hitting it. Rear brakes are
sticking, just got a quote of to repair. Shop said all new rear brakes, leaking fluid was the cause
of the sticking. Does this sound right? I don't know what the standard labor is on that, but it
sounds a bit high, plus I'd question whether you need all-new brakes and hardware on both
sides. Every time I've had a leaking wheel cylinder, it's just on one side, and I've been able to
just rinse the shoes off with brake cleaner, replace the cylinder and go on. They say the shoes
may need replacement if they get fluid on them, but in my experience they don't. I replaced the
rear brake shoe on the left side. Upon completion I took it for a spin and noticed a slight
grinding or rubbing. I'm thinking it needs adjustment. How do I adjust the brakes or are they self
adjusting? They are self-adjusting but often benefit from a manual adjustment. Some cars, but
not this one, have an opening in the back of the backing plate that allow adjustment. Without
one, you just have to pull the drum off, adjust, and check for tolerance. If you can't get the drum
back on, the shoes are too tight. Once you can, push the drum firmly against the hub and turn it
back and forth. It's okay if you hear a slight scraping noise as long as you don't feel any friction
or resistance. For it to be loud enough to hear while driving, it's probably too tight, or
something else with the hardware is out of whack. I attached the process from the manual.
Unfortunately that is not extremely detailed so with this guide I am sure you will be able to
figure it out. If you still are having issues get some pictures of what the specific thing you are
struggling with and we can figure out what to do with it. I have reassembled the drum brakes
and the shoes a
t568b diagram
2008 ford focus parts diagram
lexus rx 350 2004
rent in the right position to allow installation of the adjuster assembly. Is there a tool to spread
the retractor spring or something? Do you have any tips on the reassembly steps that Chiltons
doesnt include? A flat screwdriver isnt really helping. Ya gotta hand it to the engineers at
General Motors. When they have a reliable and effective brake system perfected, they still keep
looking for a solution where there's no problem. Guess that's how they justify their need to be
there. If you're just trying to install the adjuster mechanism between the two shoes, you just
have to pull hard on one of them. An easier alternative is to put the adjuster and spring in place
before installing the shoes. That way you can bring the tops closer together to relieve tension
on the spring, then use the shoes as levers to pull the spring apart when you place the
assembly on the backing plate. Please login or register to post a reply. They Also He Tells Me
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

